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Customer Success Story :

Denbury Diesels
How Denbury Diesels uses iVendi TRANSACT
to improve their sales process

OVERVIEW
Family-owned Denbury Diesels is one of the largest
independent vehicle retailers in Devon, specialising in
diesel, petrol and hybrid cars and vans. The company
has been working with iVendi since 2014 and upgraded
to TRANSACT when the product was released in April.
TRANSACT is designed to develop initial consumer
interest in a vehicle through to a ﬁnal transaction while
managing the complexities of the sales and ﬁnance
process. Crucially, given the trading models adopted
by dealers in the new normal, it works equally well
online or in the showroom – and also includes iVendi’s
latest innovation, the digital deal. TRANSACT is very
much an example of our Connected Retail approach,
designed to make it easier for dealers to sell vehicles
and customers to buy them.
We talked to Denbury’s Head of Sales Racheal Bentley.
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APPROACH
We’ve made a major eﬀort, which is still
underway, to enhance our web site and
make it easier for customers to complete
as much of the transaction online as
possible. Also, thanks to the arrival of
TRANSACT, we’ve been making extensive
use of the iVendi digital deal.

Yes, these really build on the idea of
sending a proposal to a customer in a
way that allows them to negotiate with
us on all the key aspects of buying and
ﬁnancing the vehicle in a very natural and
conversational manner.
We try and send a digital deal to anyone
who expresses any interest in a car.
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We’ve sent digital deals to 191 customers
and have had an 65% open rate resulting
in 32 applications and 20 deals totalling
£188,216 in paid out advances from
MotoNovo Finance, Evolution Funding
and Blue Motor Finance. We’re really
pleased with those kind of results.
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pleased with those
kind of results
Head of Sales, Racheal Bentley

CONCLUSION
What are you planning for the future?
Our view is that, given the coronavirus situation, we are going to probably see more rather than
less business transacted online for the foreseeable future, so we’re looking to make the most
of iVendi’s online technology, especially when it comes to driving ﬁnance penetration.

To find out more about TRANSACT
contact iVendi on 0330 229 0028 or tellmemore@ivendi.com

